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“Desiring to promote energetically the fullest exploration and exploitation of outer space for the benefit of mankind,
Conscious that recent developments in respect of outer space have added a new dimension to man's existence and opened new possibilities for the increase of his knowledge and the improvement of his life,...
1. [The General Assembly] Establishes an ad hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space ... [and requests it to report on] ...
(b) The area of international co-operation and programmes in the peaceful uses of outer space which could appropriately be undertaken under United Nations auspices to the benefit of States irrespective of the state of their economic or scientific development, taking into account the following proposals, ...”

ARES/13/1348E ,13 December 1958
Promoting Cooperative Solutions for Space Sustainability

Outer Space Treaty of 1967

• Preamble: “Believing that the exploration and use of outer space should be carried on for the benefit of all peoples irrespective of the degree of their economic or scientific development,”

• ARTICLE I: “The exploration and use of outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development, and shall be the province of all mankind.”

• ARTICLE II: “Outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means.”

• ARTICLE VI: “The activities of non-governmental entities in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, shall require authorization and continuing supervision by the appropriate State Party to the Treaty.”
5. International cooperation, while taking into particular account the needs of developing countries, should aim, inter alia, at the following goals, considering their need for technical assistance and rational and efficient allocation of financial and technical resources:

(a) Promoting the development of space science and technology and of its applications;

(b) Fostering the development of relevant and appropriate capabilities in interested States;

(c) Facilitating the exchange of expertise and technology on a mutually acceptable basis among States.”

A/Res 51/122, 4 February 1997
“Some delegations reiterated the view that the dissemination of data obtained by remote sensing must be subject to prior consent and should be made available freely to the sensed State as an expression of respect for its sovereignty and not be distributed to third parties without its consent. Other delegations were of the view that primary data ought to be available for open dissemination. Some delegations also expressed the view that analysed information was the work product, and the property, of the analyser and therefore could not be treated in the same manner as primary data. Still other delegations expressed the view that the remote sensing data with a certain special resolution should be circulated solely with the consent of the sensed State.”

1978 report of the COPUOS Scientific and Technical Subcommittee
• Principle II: “Remote sensing activities shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic, social or scientific and technological development, and taking into particular consideration the needs of the developing countries.”

• Principle IX: “It [a sensing state] shall, moreover, make available any other relevant information to the greatest extent feasible and practicable to any other State, particularly any developing country that is affected by the programme, at its request.”

• Principle XII: “The sensed State shall have access to them on a non-discriminatory basis and on reasonable cost terms.”

• Principle XIII: “a State carrying out remote sensing of the Earth from space shall, upon request, enter into consultations with a State whose territory is sensed in order to make available opportunities for participation and enhance the mutual benefits to be derived therefrom.”
Treatment of Benefit-Sharing in Terrestrial Extractive Industries


- Issues and solutions that find parallels in current discussion of space resources utilization:
  - Treatment of “raw” materials vs. “derivative” products thereof.
  - Establishment of benefit-sharing agreements on case-by-case through bilateral negotiations between parties defined on a country of origin basis.
  - Treatment of intellectual property rights.
  - Balancing of developing countries and developed countries interests, and the establishment of an international implementation and capacity building fund - funded by Governments, and not through direct contribution by the private sector.
  - Distinctions between commercial and non-commercial research use of genetic
Approaches to Benefit Sharing

- **Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) Under the CBD**: bilaterally negotiated agreements between the State hosting a genetic resource and a State seeking to access or use that resource.

- **Collaborative Benefit Sharing / Collaborative Resource Management**: a general set of benefit sharing mechanisms which are “designed to provide the means for local communities to share power with governmental actors” in decision making related to the use of local natural resources. (Nkhata)

- **Corporate Social Responsibility**: when private sector investments in the social and public development of a community or market affected by resource use is intended to offset any perceived or real negative impacts of that private sector investment

- **Fund and Revenue Sharing Based**: common in the extractive industries, and function by seeking to ensure that “funds accumulated through fees, permits, and/or taxes from protected areas or tourism establishments are allocated to local communities.” (Wynberg and Hauck)
Factors for Consideration:

• Policy integration and articulation with broader development goals at the local and national level

• Participatory design and decision making processes

• Mechanisms to ensure or at least address objective and equity in implementation and execution - which might include attention to contracts and workforce integration in a multinational context. [43]

• A management or governance approach that is adaptive and responsive to changes in technical, market and/or environmental factors.
Conclusions

• No benefit without development

• There is a need for an adaptive approach to the development of governance approaches to space resources benefit

• Most benefit sharing expectations and arrangement are defined, implemented, and executed through national and local policy and regulation - rooted in internationally agreed to principles

• Concept of benefit will need to evolve due to the off-Earth nature of this potential economy as some current concepts won’t apply
Secure World Foundation is a private operating foundation that promotes cooperative solutions for space sustainability

- **Our vision:** The secure, sustainable and peaceful uses of outer space contributing to global stability and benefits on Earth

- **Our mission:** To work with governments, industry, international organizations, and civil society to develop and promote ideas and actions to achieve the secure, sustainable, and peaceful uses of outer space benefiting Earth and all its peoples
• **Goal:** Create a publication that provides an overview of fundamental principles, laws, norms, and best practices for safe, predictable, and responsible activities in space.

• **Primary audiences:**
  - Countries developing space programs and/or having to oversee and regulate their first satellites
  - Universities and start-up companies that are developing/operating satellites

• **Electronic copies** are available through the SWF website, free of charge: [www.swfound.org/handbook](http://www.swfound.org/handbook)
• Chapter 1 – International framework
• Chapter 2 – National policy and administration
• Chapter 3 – Responsible space operations
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